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Are these the supposed killers who killed Khashoggi?
Breaking News - Breaking News -

Istanbul, 12.10.2018, 18:25 Uhr

GDN - The thriller, who deeply shakes half the world, goes to the next round.

There is no real sound assurance as to what really happened with Jamal Khashoggi.

At 13:14, the critical Saudi journalist entered the Saudi Arabian Consulate and was not seen again. The consulate is diplomatic
territory and not easy to search.
Turkey claims that the Saudi regime wanted revenge on the critical journalist. The New York Times reports a high-ranking Turkish
official alleging that a group of Saudi agents allegedly carried out the assassination of the journalist at the consulate. His body had
been dismembered with a bone saw, which should have brought the probable killer commando for this purpose.

The Turkish newspaper "Sabah" published photos and the identities of 15 Saudis who had arrived at the Saudi consulate on the day of
the journalist's entry. The alleged killer squad had flown to Turkey with two private jet aircraft. The suspicious men have legitimized
themselves with diplomatic passports upon their entry.

German Daily News is now releasing a variety of evidence showing that in fact, both the 15 men entered and one of the private jets
that flew to Istanbul from Saudi Arabia.
The New York Times confirms that the 15 men have booked three nights in different hotels. One of the men is said to be a Saudi
forensic and autopsy expert.
Allegedly, just on the day of the disappearance of the Saudi journalist, the cameras in the consulate had failed.

The fiancée of Khashoggis wrote an appeal in the Washington Post:
"She hopes that US President Donald Trump and the First Lady could bring light into the darkness." She also urged Saudi King
Salman and Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman to show diplomatic sensitivity and release video footage from the consulate.
"Even if this incident could trigger a political crisis between the two nations, let's not lose sight of the human aspect of what happened,"
she wrote.
US President Trump promised the world that he would take this case very personally and demand information from Saudi Arabia
(source: Washington Post).

Bericht online:
https://www.germandailynews.com/bericht-113374/are-these-the-supposed-killers-who-killed-khashoggi.html
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